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Abstract� For the development and evaluation of methods for person identi�cation� veri�cation�
and other tasks� databases play an important role� Despite this fact� there exists no measure
whether a given database is su�cient to train and�or to test a given algorithm� This paper
proposes a method to �grade� the complexity of a database� respectively to validate whether a
database is appropriate for the simulation of a given application� Experiments support the ar�
gumentation that the complexity of a data set is not equivalent to its size� The ��rst nearest
neighbor� method applied to image vectors is shown to perform reasonably well for person identi�
�cation� respectively the mean square distance for person veri�cation� This suggests to use them
as a minimal performance measure for other algorithms�
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� Introduction

Overall in computer science� methods that are in some parts heuristic or guided by human intuition
gain more and more importance� In order to show that these methods are valuable� they have to be
evaluated on real world data� It is widely accepted � although unfortunately not rigorously done in
the domain of person recognition or veri�cation � that such evaluations have to be based on the same
dataset and identical test protocols in order to obtain comparable results�

In practice� real�world data are often unavailable for legal reasons e�g� a bank would not accept to
take images of each person that uses an automatic teller machine� and practical reasons the number
of impostors is rather small as compared to regular accesses� restricted research budgets�� Accesses
to a system are therefore �simulated�� which results into a database that is often less di
cult as
compared to the real application i�e� it has a lower complexity�� This is not only due to the limited
size� but also to artifacts as for example similar illumination� similar position of subjects relative to
the camera� the same background� similar facial expressions� or alike�

It is therefore desirable to measure in some way the complexity of a given dataset in order to
estimate whether it is appropriate for a system simulation of a given application�

� Test Results are Biased by the Dataset

In this section� it will be argued that an inappropriate size or complexity of a dataset can lead to
both� an over� or underestimation of the performance of a given algorithm�

Consider for example a neural network classi�er see �	� or ���� for introductions to neural net�
works�� If the training set is rather small and corrupted by artifacts or noise� a neural network will
not generalize well� and the optimal performance which would be obtained with a better training set
might be underestimated� Note that a similar argumentation applies to other methods�

On the other hand� if the recording conditions of the database are too controlled i�e� not realistic��
a classi�er might be unable to deal with �noisy� data as encountered in an application� The tests will
therefore overestimate the system performance�

� Protocols

As discussed above� the size and complexity of a database have a major in�uence on the results of an
evaluation of a method that identi�es or authenticates a person on the base of images� Furthermore�
the protocol used for such an evaluation is important� i�e� which percentage is how selected for training
and testing� Two recently registered databases take this into account and include instructions on how
to split the data into training and test data� the Extended M�VTS database ���� and the FERET
���� database�

� Grading a database

Databases are used to evaluate or to compare the performance of new techniques� An often neglected
question that needs to be emphasized� is� how reliable are the obtained results� In other words� is the
evaluation database complex or di
cult� enough in order to generate reliable results� It is therefore
desirable to rank datasets according to the di
culty they represent for a given task or problem P�

Let P be problem de�ned for some class of objects� However� a system does not directly act on
the physical objects� but on representations in the form of images or numbers� Such representation
are obtained from applying transformations Ti � ft�� t�� � � � � tpg to the real objects� The stored result
are databases D�� � � � �Dn� The size and types of transformations in Ti used for the production of Di

de�ne how di
cult a problem P is�
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The goal is to sort these databases according to a measure that re�ects how well they incorporate
the complexities that make a speci�c problem di
cult� However� given datasets can not be ranked
easily�

� The ranking depends on the problem P�

� It is a priori not known which transformations were performed on the objects�

� The assignment of a �degree of di
culty� to a speci�c transformation is unsafe�

� Transformations are often continuous� implying di�erent� continuous valued� degrees of di
culty�

The measure used to rank the databases has therefore a known parameter� the problem P� and an
unknown parameter� the set of transformations T � We propose to test a dataset using an algorithm
A which solves the problem P and is sensitive to the transformation set T or a subset of it�� Then�
the negative performance achieved by this algorithm on a particular database Di is the complexity
measure of this database with respect to T and P�

Example� Let P be the scale and rotation invariant object detection problem and the mod�
ality be the face i�e� T operates on faces�� The set of possible transformations that makes problem
P di
cult can be a subset of T � frotation� illumination change� scale change� facial ex�

pression� � � �g� The gauge algorithm A can be the Eigenface approach ����� since it is sensitive to
rotation and scaling� The performance of A on two databases permits to rank them according to their
complexity� In other words� if the algorithm A performs well on a given database D� and worse on
D�� then D� has a lower complexity e�g� fewer scale� rotation� or illumination changes� than D��

� Face Identi�cation and Veri�cation

In the context of P� � person identi�cation or P� � person veri�cation� the A� � nearest

neighbor classi�er� respectively the A��mean square distance� applied to zero�mean normalized
image vectors was chosen� Although other choices for Af���g are possible� the chosen methods are
most suitable for the following reasons�

� No free parameters have to be de�ned� Algorithms based on approaches like neural networks�
genetic algorithms� and so on� require some parameters to be de�ned learning rate� network
topology� crossover ratios�� � � �� As these parameters in�uence the performance of the whole
system� they would have to be standardized�

� The �rst nearest neighbor algorithm and the mean square distance are easily implemented and
therefore cause only little work overhead�

� The complexity of the algorithms is reasonable low�

� Both algorithms are well known�

The �rst nearest neighbor classi�er applied to image vectors can be considered as non�robust� as
illumination changes� translations� rotations� or scaling cause important di�erences for images of the
same face�

� Experiments

The aim of the experiments documented in this section is �rst� to support the hypothesis on the low
dependence of dataset size and complexity� and secondly to demonstrate the approach in the domain
of face recognition and veri�cation�
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Scanning papers concerned with face recognition based on frontal views AFGR��� ���� AFGR��	
���� CVPR��	 ���� ECCV��� ���� AVBPA��� ���� and some other sources� reveals that many di�erent
and publicly not available databases were used� impairing the possibility to compare the results of
the respective publications see table ��� A selection of these and other databases is available via
the World Wide Web ����� In some publications� mixtures of databases from di�erent independent
sources were used� in the aim to increase the signi�cance of an evaluation ���������

Name of the database

Private or unspeci�ed databases ��
Mixtures of other databases �
FERET� ���� ��
M�VTS ���� �
ORL ���� 	
Yale Face Database ��� �
Weizmann ��	� �
Bern ��� �
MIT ���� �
�The FERET database was often used in parts only�

Table �� databases used for person identi�cation or veri�cation and the frequency of their usage�

The following datasets are used in this report��

�� The Weizmann Institute of Science database subjects� ��� images per subject� ��� ��	��
The images show the head� the neck� and a little bit of background see �gure ��� The images
are scaled to ��� �	 pixels�

The database was split twice into �� pairs of training and test sets� The �rst �� training sets
included � images with the same� randomly chosen head position and illumination� The second
set of training sets contains also � images per identity� but not necessarily the same shots�

�� The Bern database subjects� ��� images per subject� ��� ���� Similarly to the Weizmann
database� the position and orientation of the faces is controlled� but the faces are neither centered
nor scaled see �gure ��� As the variation of the head positions are less important as compared
to the Extended M�VTS database� we decided to �crop� the images� In this operation� �rst top
rows and columns with an important amount of background are removed� Then� the lower part
of the image is cut�extended� in order to obtain an image that has a height�width relation of
���� Finally the images are scaled to ��� �� pixel�

Two experiments were performed� each using �� pairs of training and test sets� Each training
set contains � randomly chosen images of each person� However� during the �rst experiments�
the training sets contained always the same shots of each person�

�� The ORL database from the Olivetti Research Laboratory subjects� ��� images per subject�
��� ����� The faces in this database are already centered and show only the face as shown in
�gure �� For the experiments� the images are scaled to �� � �� pixels� the database was split
into �� training and test sets� Each identity is represented � times in each training set�

�� The ExtendedM�VTS database subjects� ���� images per subject� �� ����� The faces in this
database are neither equally positioned� nor scaled� as shown in �gure �� The faces are detected
using an Eigenface algorithm� and the eyes are searched using again the Eigenface approach�
Then� the positions of the eyes are used to normalize the scale� to rotate the head into an upright

�The authors could not yet obtain the FERET database�
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position� and to de�ne the region of interest� The region of interest is extracted� scaled� and
stored as grey level image of the size �� � �� pixels� In a small percentage of the images the
eyes were hand�labeled� as the head or eyes were not properly detected� The experiments were
performed with six di�erent pairs of training and test sets� each containing � images from two
sessions�

Figure �� the Weizmann database

Figure �� the Bern database

Two tests were performed with these databases�

�� Person identi�cation using a �rst nearest neighbor classi�er with a mean square distance meas�
ure� The performance measure is the correct classi�cation rate see table ���

�� Person veri�cation using the mean square distance� The performance measure is the equal error
rate see table ���

As the Weizmann and Bern databases are controlled head position� illumination direction� and
facial expression are known for the Weizmann database� the head position for the Bern database��
two experiments were performed for each dataset� In the �rst experiment which corresponds to the
�rst percentage in table � and �� of all identities the same shots were included in into the training
set� In the second experiment� the shots were selected randomly� It could� for example� occur that
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Figure �� the ORL database

Figure �� the Extended M�VTS database

the training set for one identity includes only views of the left side of the face� whereas for another
identity only frontal views are included�

The experiments using or using not the same shots for the Bern and Weizmann show that small
details in the con�guration of an experiment may result in important changes in the outcome� Re�
markable is also the high variance of the equal error rate when the training sets include always the
same shot for each person� Equal error rates in the range of ��� ��� percent for the Bern database
and ��� ��� for the Weizmann database percent have been observed� Test protocols should therefore
be described carefully in all details�

The high discrepancy of the identi�cation rate and equal error rate� although not very intuitive� is
explainable� Consider for example the classes A� B� and X in a two dimensional space� with objects
distributed as shown in �gure �� The dashed arrows indicate the distance between the elements� and
circles the elements of the test set� It can be easily seen that the nearest neighbor classi�er has a ��
recognition rate� The equal error rate is ��� for a threshold of ���� in 	 tests� only A� and B� are
accepted falsely for class X� in � tests� only X� is falsely rejected� Generally� this discrepancy is likely
to occur when the inner�class distances are similar to the between�class distances�

The results show also that in the case of the ORL database� person identi�cation and veri�cation
is much simpler than for the other three databases� The fact� that the number of persons contained
in this database is higher than in the Weizmann and Bern database� supports the hypothesis that the
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Database Average correct Number of
Identi�cation Subjects

Weizmann ��� � ��� ��
Bern ��� � ��� ��
ORL ��� ��
Ext� M�VTS �	� ���

Table �� Percent of correct identi�cation of the nearest neighbor classi�er for face recognition for the
same � di�erent shots per identity� if applicable��

Database Average Equal Number of
Error Rate Subjects

Weizmann �	� � ��� ��
Bern �� � � ��� ��
ORL �� ��
Ext� M�VTS ���� ���
� Using the protocol described in �	
� with non�
client impostors� the equal error rate is 	
���

Table �� equal error rate using the mean square distance for face veri�cation for the same � di�erent
shots per identity� if applicable��

size of the database is not necessarily an indicator for the quality of a database�

It can be seen� that the average equal error rate for the Weizmann database is higher than what
is obtained for the Extended M�VTS database� and the equal error rate for the Extended M�VTS
database and the Bern database are almost the same� This is in a stark contrast to the fact that the
Extended M�VTS database includes a factor of �� more identities�

An independence of the degrees of di
culties of the databases i�e� for the Ext� M�VTS database�
for person identi�cation and veri�cation can be observed� It can be concluded that a database that
is di
cult for classi�cation� is not necessarily di
cult for veri�cation� and vice versa�

According to the working hypothesis� the Extended M�VTS database is the most challenging of the
four examined database for person identi�cation and the Weizmann database for person veri�cation�
Overall� the degree of di
culty does not increase with the size of the data set� neither is necessarily
similar for closely related tasks like person identi�cation and recognition�

� Comparing with Other Publications

The nearest neighbor classi�er obtains a considerable performance table ��� where it is compared
with other methods� Note that the ranking may change slightly due to di�erent� in the respective
papers often unspeci�ed� test protocols� Unfortunately� the authors could not �nd any publication
using one of these databases in the context of person veri�cation�

In real applications� the nearest neighbor algorithm can in the presence of� for example� rotation
and illumination changes not be expected to perform better than more sophisticated methods that
take advantage from a priori knowledge� It can therefore be concluded that the ORL database and
probably the Bern database are insu
cient for a realistic application to person identi�cation� On the
other hand� table � shows that is it outperforms other� more complicated methods� It can therefore be
concluded that� either the approaches are not appropriate for the problem� or the databases insu
cient
to evaluate them�
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Figure �� three classes with �� recognition rate for the nearest neighbor algorithm and ��� equal
error rate for the mean square distance�

� Conclusion

It is argued that it is necessary to �grade� databases used for the development and the comparison of
classi�cation and veri�cation tasks� Using an insu
ciently complex database� where complexity is not
equivalent to size� can result in an over� or underestimation of an algorithm� In consequence� a simple
method is proposed that ranks databases according to their complexity prior to their usage� The
argumentation is supported by experiments using four datasets and the nearest neighbor classi�er�
respectively a mean square distance measure� for identity veri�cation�

Among the four examined databases� the Extended M�VTS database is the most challenging
database for person identi�cation and the Weizmann database for person veri�cation�

The �rst nearest neighbor method is shown to perform better than several other methods for
person identi�cation� Similarly� the mean square distance performs rather well for person veri�cation
on some databases� These outcomes and the simplicity of both approaches suggest to use these two
methods as a minimal performance measure for other algorithms in their respective domains�
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